
INDIAN WRITING INSTRUMENT INDUSTRY MOVING TOWARDS

As the pen is moved along a writing surface, oil based ink is automatically delivered. Gel pens are similar to ball pen
except that they use ink that is gel based.

In the mass segment, where the price of the writing instrument is below Rs 20, the major market players are
Cello, Linc, and Reynolds. Not only has there been technological advancement in the digitization space; new
technologies in pen industry usher more durability with long-lasting ink and smoother tips. It forayed into
colour pencils in  For a brief period, Camlin and HP used cedar wood from Kashmir, though it was hard and
oily. Being a commodity product, net profit margins are quite thin. Many people have the misconception that
technological advancements will reduce our dependency on pens and pencils. Out of this, the organized sector
is worth Rs 2, crores. This has helped it grow in all product lines without conflicts, says Raveshia. For about
six centuries, the pencil has left its indelible mark as an all-weather writing instrument, after the accidental
discovery of hard graphite at a nondescript Lake District village in England led to the commercial production
of what would become the least inexpensive â€” yet must-have â€” item on modern desktops. Smart boards
have already replaced blackboards in most classrooms, but primary schools still encourage use of wooden
pencils as it helps build motor skills in children, says Raveshia 42 , who retails stationery and art range.
Gujarat then started an entrepreneurship programme offering Rs monthly to start a business. Apart from
Doms, there is Hindustan Pencils , which owns household brands such as Apsara and Nataraj. Wood used is
harvested from private land and farms, protecting biodiversity and maintaining ecological balance. By the s,
when domestic consumption was almost three quarters of a billion pencils annually, deodar was reconsidered
an alternative to imports, a timber on which India is still largely dependent. Hindustan Pencils is manufactures
locally. The answer is no. The joint venture has helped scale up revenues and roll out a portfolio of products
faster. Another smaller original equipment manufacturer OEM , Maharashtra Pencils, makes up the quartet
that manufactures most of the pencils sold in the country. Getting into pencil manufacturing at that time was
an extension of his business interests in stationery, as he was sole selling agent for Lion Pencils. And these
units have a total production capacity of over 10 million units on a daily basis.


